The Cutting Board of Columbus

Awarded "Good Design Award" organised by Japan

Color:
Natural （non-coating)
Size(mm): W400*D240*H25
Weight(g): around 1,100
Material:
Japanese cypress/Aomori hiba
Origin:
Japan

Institute of Design Promotion in 2009.

The effect of this form
・Easy to wash
The surface and the side are
washable at a stretch.
・Easy to dry
Since sidewall is narrow,
breathability is good.

・Easy to handle
A cool and functional parallelogram cutting board.
Please do feel and enjoy beauty of the bark of tree
and softness when the cutting edge of a kitchen
knife touches the product.

Cutting Board Stand "HINOKI"
Color:
Natural （non-coating)
Size(mm): W110*D110*H42
Weight(g): around 120
Material:
Japanese cypress
Origin:
Japan

A slanting portion adapts itself to
hand well.

・Easy to turnover
Since the corner has floated, a
finger stats easily.
・Easy to gather cut materials
Under the edge which has floated, it
can be hidden in a hand, a plate, etc.
・Easy to break an egg
Thus, use edge.

3 differently-sized-lines running both sides of
the octagon can accommodate various cutting
boards. Easy to stand cutting board, and easy to
dry them.
The sizes and weight of a result many differ a little
altogether for handmade and natural materials.
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OSAKI LUMBER INC.

About Us
OSAKI LUMBER INC dates back to the early Showa
era. It established its own lumbermill in 1946. The
company was incorporated as a Kabushiki Kaisha in
1974, leading to today. At OSAKI LUMBER INC, there
are logs piled in the backyard, and saw mills are
humming. The company provides everything from
lumber to wooden architecture. With wisdom that is
old yet modern, OSAKI LUMBER INC transforms trees
from forests into lumber and wooden products, to
deliver more wood to everyday life. OSAKI LUMBER
INC processes wood with much care, and
communicates customers to produce the best of
best. The many features and aroma of wood will
surely make people happy.
OSAKI LUMBER INC

